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Abstract The visual exploration of a scene involves the in-
terplay of several competing processes (for example to se-
lect the next saccade or to keep fixation) and the integration
of bottom-up (e.g. contrast) and top-down information (the
target of a visual search task). Identifying the neural mech-
anisms involved in these processes and in the integration
of these information remains a challenging question. Visual
attention refers to all these processes, both when the eyes
remain fixed (covert attention) and when they are moving
(overt attention). Popular computational models of visual
attention consider that the visual information remains fixed
when attention is deployed while the primates are executing
around three saccadic eye movements per second, changing
abruptly this information. We present in this paper a model
relying on neural fields, a paradigm for distributed, asyn-
chronous and numerical computations and show that covert
and overt attention can emerge from such a substratum. We
identify and propose a possible interaction of four elemen-
tary mechanisms for selecting the next locus of attention,
memorizing the previously attended locations, anticipating
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the consequences of eye movements and integrating bottom-
up and top-down information in order to perform a visual
search task with saccadic eye movements.
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1 Introduction

Several authors have proposed that the visual saccade has
a central role in cognition [1,2]. This elementary behaviour
has been extensively studied, certainly because it includes
most of the characteristics of a cognitive task and partic-
ularly its complexity and its great number of participating
factors.

As such, the intrinsic parameters of a saccade are lim-
ited: its metric (direction and amplitude) and its latency (time
from target appearance to beginning of movement). More-
over, for a given saccade with a specific metric, the trajec-
tory and the dynamics are generally stereotyped. Hence, the
complexity is elsewhere: as pointed out in [3], two main
questions must be answered: when and where will be the
next saccade. Accordingly, this latter paper proposes a frame-
work where both questions are realized by interconnected
information flows, implemented in five levels, from the most
automatic one to the most cognitive one. Markedly, these
information flows are characterized by two kinds of inputs:
exogenous and endogenous. Exogenous inputs correspond
to information coming from the outside of the agent (from
the characteristics of the visual stimuli to the spoken instruc-
tions given during the behavioural task). The endogenous in-
puts correspond to information elaborated by various parts
of the nervous system (like the memory of previously visited
locations, the current goal of the task or internal needs that
will make some targets preferable to others). Now, if one
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considers the amount of such exogenous or endogenous pa-
rameters affecting the answer to the two questions, it is easy
to understand that visual scene processing through gaze ori-
entation is considered a complex cognitive task.

In most modelling approaches, the answer to the when
question is subordinated to the where question. The process-
ing time required to construct an answer to the where ques-
tion plus the waiting for some potential trigger signal (en-
dogenous or exogenous) is compared to the measured tim-
ing in some behavioural tasks that are classically addressed
in most evaluations of models, like the gap effect, express
saccades, anti-saccade task, etc. For example, in [3], the sac-
cade is triggered as a function of the comparison between
two levels: the fixation level that decreases as the fixated
object becomes less interesting and the move level that in-
creases as the next target becomes more desirable. In this
framework, the answer to the where question is elaborated
by a general scheme of information that can be summarized
as a set of modules where the endogenous and exogenous
information are shaped and incorporated into a topological
substratum (possibly made of several maps) yielding the lo-
cation of the next saccade.

In some works, the topological substratum is itself de-
composed in several maps. For example, as evoked above,
[3] distinguishes between the foveal processing of the cur-
rent object and the peripheral processing of forthcoming tar-
gets, extracting from each a single scalar signal that are com-
pared to trigger a saccade. In [4], saccades due to endoge-
nous and exogenous cues are prepared on a distinct substra-
tum (proposed to be situated respectively in the prefrontal
and dorsal lobes of the cortex). The algorithm for decision
making is reduced to the triggering of the first saccade, built
on endogenous and exogenous cues, reaching a certain thresh-
old. All these somewhat complex schemes have been sup-
planted by the very simple and elegant solution proposed in
[5], where it is shown that all the behaviours reported in the
previous models can also emerge from a single map where
central and peripheral vision, exogenous and endogenous
cues are merged. It is also proposed that this single map cor-
responds to the superior colliculus in the mammalian mid-
brain. The superior colliculus receives exogenous and en-
dogenous cues and also projects on the brainstem premotor
circuits that trigger saccades [6]. Moreover, this so-called
competitive integration model is consistent with the very in-
fluential model by Koch and Ullman [7,8] that puts to the
forth the principle of a saliency map as a basis for competi-
tion before decision in saccade programming.

However, as mentioned in [3], defining a framework does
not necessarily ”satisfy the formal requirements of a quan-
titatively testable model”. A conceptual model can be made
very attractive in a first approach but later proved impossi-
ble to be emulated in silico. In addition, if we are unable to
bridge the gap between these two approaches, we may have

to question the validity of either the conceptual approach
or the computational one. In this article, we propose to an-
swer this question with a strongly constrained computational
framework that helps to reconcile these two approaches.

Today, most computational models of attention are tightly
linked to both anatomical and physiological data, taking into
account a variety of structures known to be involved in vi-
sual attention. These models generally deal with neural com-
putations using different mechanisms such as resonant ART
formalism [9] or dynamic neural fields [10–14]. While we
share a common framework with most of these latter models
(integration of exogeneous and endogeneous information,
feedback biasing effects) the proposed model differs since
only few of these models address the complete sensorimo-
tor loop taking into account the whole range of attentional
related properties such as covert and overt attention, feature
and spatial processing, the integration of exogenous and en-
dogenous information, the selection and execution of a sac-
cade as well as the memorization of the previously executed
ones.

The model we propose here addresses this whole range
of attentional related properties using a strongly constrained
framework based on the dynamic neural field theory. It is
consequently composed of a large set of different modules
(or maps) that share a common definition of a computational
unit. The specificity that we wish to highlight is related to its
underlying mode of computation. Indeed, getting inspired
from neuronal computation not only means defining a dis-
tributed, local block of computation. It also implies to get
rid of such sequential computing principles as central clock,
central executive, overseer and other centralized or symbolic
representation. Instead, the observed behaviour is emerging
from a fully distributed and numerical mode of computation
where the semantic of the behaviour is solely governed by
the interaction between the model and the external world.

The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the
model in the next section, in particular by explaining its in-
dividual components, the properties that emerge from each
of them (selection, working memory and anticipation) and
the way they are combined all together. We then illustrate
in section 3 the behaviour of the model on a visual search
task involving saccadic eye movements. The description of
the model will be firstly disconnected from the biological
facts that motivated it. A hypothetical binding between the
model areas and cortical and subcortical structures of the
primate brain, as well as the implications of the model are
then discussed in section 4. All the simulations presented in
this paper are written with the DANA library [15] available
at http://dana.loria.fr.
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Fig. 1 The camera is placed in front of a visual scene and is able to pan
and tilt. The visual display consists of several coloured and oriented
bars. Since the visual field of the camera does not cover the whole
scene, it is thus necessary to move it around to accurately explore the
whole visual scene. It is to be noted that the perceived imageis de-
formed because of the position of the camera and the projection of the
visual scene onto the camera surface : a stimulus appears smaller as its
eccentricity is increasing.

2 The Model

2.1 Experimental Setup

Through this whole section, we will use a simple experimen-
tal setup where a mobile camera (pan/tilt) is placed in front
of a visual scene (fig. 1). The visual field of the camera does
not cover the whole visual scene and it is thus necessary to
move the camera to explore the whole visual scene depend-
ing on the task requirements. The visual scene is composed
of a set of oriented (+45o and+135o) and coloured (green
and blue) bars on a neutral background. The task can be ei-
ther to look for a specific orientation or colour or to look
for a combination of such features as in conjunction search
tasks (e.g. “look for a blue bar oriented at+45o”).

2.2 Functional overview

As explained above, covert and overt visual attention can
be summarized as bringing into a saliency map endogenous
and exogenous information and dealing with critical tempo-
ral aspects for the consistency of decision making. The ar-
chitecture of our model is composed of a set of maps, gath-
ered in four processing poles, as depicted in figure 2. The
biological validity of that architecture will be discussedat

the end of the paper. For the moment, we introduce its func-
tional principles, that will be described through this section,
and relate them to attention-related mechanisms that must
emerge from local distributed computing to allow for those
principles.

Thesensory pole integrates both bottom-up and top-down
visual information. The bottom-up information is provided
by the visual input, processed along several dimensions (colour,
orientation). The top-down information corresponds to the
target template of the visual search task and to the current
spatial focus of attention. These two information are respec-
tively provided by the feature processing pathway and the
spatial processing pathway, a division of processing related
to the ventral/dorsal division of the primate brain [16]. The
top-down signals multiplicatively modulate the bottom-up
information, an influence that is consistent with current mod-
els of visual attention [17]. This influence allows to enhance
the representation, within thesensory pole, of relevant fea-
tures or spatial locations. Thesensory pole therefore acts as
an intermediate layer, through which one pathway indirectly
influences the other.

The feature processing pole gathers a set of few units
that are processing features with coarse-grained receptive
fields. The units ofperceived features map extract, within
their wide receptive field covering the whole visual field, the
maximally active features. The target template of the visual
search task is held within thetarget map. The activities of
these units are integrated by the units of themotor pole to
trigger the execution of a saccade, when the focus of atten-
tion is on a target, or the disengagement of spatial attention
when the focus of attention is on a distractor.

Thespatial processing pole gathers a set of maps allow-
ing to select the next attended location, to memorize the pre-
viously attended locations, to anticipate the consequences
of eye movements on the memorized locations, and to dis-
engage spatial attention when the currently attended stimu-
lus is a distractor. The implementation of these mechanisms
will be described in the next section. From a functional per-
spective, thesaliency map provides a unified representation
of the behavioural relevance of each spatial location within
the visual field. It excites thefocus map in which a com-
petition is engaged to select the next attended location. The
successively attended locations are memorized in aworking
memory. This memory allows to disengage attention when
a distractor is attended and also to bias the exploration to-
ward non-previously attended locations. This mechanism is
analogous to the inhibition of return (IOR) [18].

As most of the primate brain areas involved in the con-
trol of saccadic eye movements have been shown to encode
information in an eye-centred frame of reference, all the
maps of the spatial processing pole also use an eye-centred
representation. Then, as a visual scene is explored with sac-
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Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the proposed architecture. Thesensory
pole integrates both bottom-up and top-down visual informations. The
visual input is processed along several dimensions (colour, orientation)
and multiplicatively combined with top-down informationsindicating
relevant feature or spatial locations, and respectively provided by the
feature processing andspatial processing poles. Thefeature process-
ing pole holds the target template and extracts from thesensory pole
the maximal activity of their respectivesensory map. Thespatial pro-
cessing pole is divided in several components ultimately leading to
the selection of the attentional focus and its potential disengagement
through a working memory circuit. The consistency of the working
memory across saccades is ensured by anticipating the consequences
of a planned eye movement on the position of the previously attended
locations stored in working memory.

cadic eye movements, the working memory has to be up-
dated accordingly. This update is obtained in our model by
anticipating the consequences of the impending eye move-
ment on the memorized position of stimuli in working mem-
ory. This mechanism ensures that the location of the previ-
ously attended stimuli is correctly transferred in the post-
saccadic frame of reference.

Finally, and as it will be explained more clearly in the
next sections, all these functions result from the interactions
of distributed and dynamical units. The function, that we at-
tribute to a field, results from the position of the field within
the interconnected network of units and from the parame-
ters that determine the evolution of their activity. There is
therefore no supervisor observing and regulating the activi-
ties of the network. The visual exploration behaviour that is
observed in the application in section 3 emerges only from
local computations.

2.3 Computational paradigm

The model presented in this paper relies on dynamic neural
fields (DNF), a model of the dynamic of a neural population
[19–22]. The equation (1), a discretized equation in time of
the DNF, states that the evolution of a fieldui depends on a
relaxation term (−ui(t)), an external input (Ii(t)), a baseline

firing (h) as well as lateral interactions within the field (wi j).
While some dynamical properties have been demonstrated
mathematically (formation of stable patterns [20], travelling
waves [22]), this framework has also been applied success-
fully on several sensorimotor tasks [23–26].

1
τ

∆ui(t) = −ui(t)+ Ii(t)+∑
j

wi ju j(t)+ h

ui(t +1) = f (ui(t)+∆ui(t)) (1)

wi j = A+exp(−
di j

2

2σ2
+

)+A−exp(−
di j

2

2σ2
−

) (2)

f (x) =







0 if x < 0
x if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
1 if x ≥ 1

The lateral influencewi j introduces a topology in the
neural field. It is usually chosen to be of a mexican-hat shape
as in equation (2), wheredi j is the distance within the field
between two locationsi and j. The neural field will be one-
dimensional in the illustrations of this section, but the full
model presented in the result section involves two-dimensional
neural fields. Figure 3 illustrates two lateral influences, func-
tion of the distance between two units in the field. A locally
excitatory, broadly inhibitory influence (dashed line on fig-
ure 3) induces a competition between the excited units, for
example to select a target for an eye movement among sev-
eral candidates. On the figure 3, the excitatory and inhibitory
gaussians have the same amplitude (A+ = A−) but the in-
hibitory component is wider than the excitatory component
(σ− > σ+). This results in a combined effect that is only in-
hibitory. As we will see in the next section, this is sufficient
to obtain the selection property of the field. A stronger lat-
eral excitation (solid line on figure 3) can induce remanence
: when close units get excited by an input, they can stay ex-
cited despite the removal of the input because the weaker
external input is compensated by the local recurrent excita-
tion.

The architecture of the model used to perform a visual
search task with covert and overt attention is depicted on
figure 2. Each field is a two dimensional set of units whose
activity evolves according to the first order differential equa-
tion (1). As introduced in section 2.2, it consists of mainly
four functional components : a mechanism of selection in
thefocus map, a mechanism to sustain activities in thework-
ing memory maps and a mechanism anticipating the state
of the working memory given a planned eye movement in
theanticipation maps. Finally, endogenous (target template,
current spatial locus of attention) and exogenous (visual in-
put) information are combined within thesensory pole. Each
of these components is described individually in the next
sections, before presenting a simulation of the whole model
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Fig. 3 Local-excitation, global inhibition lateral connectivity (dashed
line) can induce competition between the excited units. N = 100,A+ =
0.6, σ+ = 0.1.N, A− = 0.6, σ− = N. The two gaussians being of equal
amplitude, the net influence is only inhibitory. A local-excitation, local-
inhibition lateral connectivity (solid line) can induce remanence. N =
100,A+ = 0.24,σ+ = 0.03.N, A− = 0.045,σ− = 0.07.N

on a visual search task with saccadic eye movements.

2.4 Selection

Visual attention has been defined as the capacity of the brain
to focus on particular aspects of the visual information while
ignoring distractors. The mechanisms involved in the de-
ployment of visual attention remain unclear but it is pro-
posed that the selection of the next attended location de-
pends on the representation of the behavioural relevance of
a visual information.

A) B)

Fig. 4 Evolution of the activities in a 1D field (B), fed with a static
input (A), with lateral influences defined as a local excitation-global
inhibition (dashed line on figure 3). For illustration purpose, the activ-
ities of the field are reset every 100 time steps. This reset starts a new
competition between the two excited locations. During eachepoch, af-
ter a transient phase, the neural field settles in a state where only one of
the excited regions is active. A small random noise, with an amplitude
of 0.15, added to the input provides a stochastic competition.

While multi-layered neural networks have been intro-
duced to perform a competition between several motor pro-

grams [27], the selection relies, in the presented model, on
locally excitatory, globally inhibitory (dashed line on figure
3) lateral influences inside a single neural field [25,28]. The
ability of dynamic neural fields to select one among several
excited regions has been used by [29] to address dynamical
properties of saccadic target selection. Figure 4 illustrates
the behaviour of such a 1D neural field in a space x time
representation. The input (fig. 4A) consists of two excited
regions of equal amplitude. As observed on figure 4B, there
is first a transient phase where the two excited regions co-
exist. As the competition is settled within the field, only one
of the two excited regions remain active. For the purpose of
the illustration, the activities within the field are reset every
100 time steps, which engages a new competition.

2.5 Dynamic working memory

While a strong competition is elicited by long-range lateral
inhibition, a spatial information can be maintained with a
local connectivity pattern (solid line on figure 3), with a
stronger excitatory component and a weaker inhibitory in-
fluence (the inhibitory component preventing the activity to
spread over the whole field) [30]. In addition, in the com-
plete architecture (fig. 2), the working memory holds the
stimuli that have been previously attended. This means that
the emergence of a stimulus in working memory has to be
gated by spatial attention. This gating is obtained by setting
a negative baseline (h in equation 1) of the neural field. This
implies that the excitation from the saliency map alone is
not sufficient to drive the working memory but it needs also
the excitation from thefocus map, indicating that a stimulus
is attended. Finally, when spatial attention is disengaged, a
previously attended stimulus has to remain in working mem-
ory. The strong lateral excitation of the working memory
compensates the decrease of the excitatory drive and there-
fore allows to keep a stimulus in working memory despite
being later unattended.

An example of this behaviour is illustrated on figure 5.
The input consists of three stimuli of initially weak ampli-
tude (fig. 5A). The amplitude of the three stimuli is succes-
sively increased, leading to the successive emergence of the
stimuli in the working memory field (fig. 5B). This increase
of amplitude overcomes the negative baseline of the units.
When the amplitude of the input stimuli is decreased back
to its initial value, the memorized stimuli are kept in work-
ing memory because the decrease of the external input is
compensated by the recurrent lateral excitation.

Despite strong lateral excitation, the units in the working
memory remain sensitive to dynamical evolution of their ex-
ternal input, for example when the input stimuli are slowly
moving. However, while the dynamical behaviour of the field
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A) B)

Fig. 5 Evolution of the activities of a 1D field (B) with strong lateral
excitation and local inhibition as in figure 3. Three stimuliof initially
equal amplitude feed the field. The amplitude of the stimuli are succes-
sively increased and decreased back to the initial amplitude (A). While
strong lateral excitation allows to memorize the position of the stimuli,
these lateral excitations are sufficiently weak to keep the field sensitive
to dynamical evolutions of the external input.

allows to track slowly moving input stimuli, it is not suffi-
cient to ensure the consistency of the working memory when
saccadic eye movements are suddenly modifying the visual
input. The next section introduces a mechanism by which
consequences of saccadic eye movement, that are voluntary
movements, are anticipated to satisfy this constraint.

2.6 Anticipation

The mechanism introduced in the previous section allows to
keep in memory stimuli that are the target of an attentional
bias. When saccadic eye movements are executed, and con-
sidering that the working memory holds the position of the
previously attended stimuli in an eye-centred frame of refer-
ence, the working memory has to be updated.

We propose in our model that the consistency of the
working memory between the pre and post saccadic percep-
tions is ensured by anticipating the consequences of an eye
movement on the position of the memorized targets. When
the eye movement is executed, the combination of this an-
ticipation with the post-saccadic visual perception allows
to update the working memory. The anticipatory activities
are computed by combining the current state of the work-
ing memory with the motor command of the impending eye
movement using sigma-pi units [31,32]. The multiplicative
interactions of the afferences of the sigma-pi units are hard-
wired in the model, using equation (3), and lead to compute
a translation of the input activities according to a motor vec-
tor through a convolution product.

Ik(t) = w∑
j

inputk+ j(t).commandN
2 − j(t) (3)

whereinput(t) represents the visual input andcommand(t)
a motor command. The subscripts refer to the indexes of the

Fig. 6 The inputi(t) consists of three stationary stimuli (bottom left)
and a time-varying motor signalc(t) (bottom right). Combining these
two signals with sigma-pi units according to the equation 3 allows to
translate the input activities by the command signal. Sincesaccadic eye
movements produce shifts of the visual input in a direction opposite to
the eye movement, the projections are defined such that the input stim-
uli are translated in the opposite direction of the vector pointing from
the centre of the field to the peak of the command. In this experiment,
the weighting factor of equation 3 is set tow = 0.2.

discretized neural field. An illustrative example is shown on
figure 6. The input consists of three stationary stimuli and a
time-varying motor command. The activities of the sigma-
pi units are the activities of the input units translated by a
vector defined by the command. This computation is per-
formed in ”a single step” if we compare it to previous ar-
chitectures performing continuous remapping [36]. In these
architectures, the activities are translated dynamicallydur-
ing the execution of the movement. The mechanism we pro-
pose here allows to directly compute the shifted positions of
the input before the execution of the movement. It allows to
perform a specific sensorimotor transformation. Gain fields
have been proposed in the litterature to perform sensorimo-
tor transformations [37], following in-vivo observationsthat
neurons in different brain areas use such a coding scheme
[38,39]. It has been shown that any linear combination of
the information encoded in the input can be decoded from a
gain field combining these two inputs. The sigma-pi mecha-
nism we propose here can be understood as a reduction of a
gain field to a unique sensorimotor transformation, the com-
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Visual input

Fig. 7 Snapshot of the activities of the model performing a visual
search task and looking for a blue target oriented at 45o (stimulus on
the bottom left of the visual input), just before the execution of an eye
movement. An array of 3x3 stimuli is presented, the target isa blue bar
oriented at 45o and the activities of thePF maps are set accordingly.
As all the stimuli share at least one feature with the target,they are
initially equally represented within thesaliency map. The lateral com-
petition engaged within thefocus determines the spatially attended lo-
cation that is exciting in feedback the intermediate layer.This explains
the increased activity of one the stimuli. As the sensory maps (V4) feed
theIT maps, one can decode from their activity the features under the
attentional focus. The working memory (wm) contains all the stimuli
that were previously attended and theanticipation map predicts their
position, within the visual field, when the saccade will be executed. The
discrete neural fields are two dimensional and made of 40x40 units.

putations being transfered from the gain field units directly
into the synaptic connections between the input and the out-
put. While the transformation is not learned in our model,
one can note however that recent works successfully used
self-organized neural networks of sigma-pi units in order to
compute spatial transformations [33–35]

2.7 Combining bottom-up and top-down information

In the model we propose, the visual information is processed
along two pathways; one is specifically processing non spa-
tial visual attributes (colour, orientation,Feature processing
in figure 2), the other is processing only spatial information
(Spatial processing in figure 2). These two pathways are fed
by a common intermediate layer (sensory pole in figure 2).
The cross-talk between the two pathways follows the reen-
try hypothesis [40,41]. Each pathway, driven by the inter-
mediate layer, also projects in feedback onto it. This ensures
the consistency between the coarse-grained non-spatial fea-
ture representation of one pathway and the spatial represen-
tation of the other pathway. This computational principle of
coarse-grained processing units feeded by fine-grained pro-
cessing units and sending feedback projections on them has
been successfully employed in previous models of visual at-
tention [41,14,42].

The figure 7 illustrates the activities within the model
during a visual search, just before the execution of an eye
movement. The intermediate layer (the fourV4 maps) is
fed by the visual input and two reentrant signals originat-
ing from thePF and focus maps. These four neural fields
encode four different features, from left to right two colours
(green and blue) and two orientations (45o,135o). The tar-
get template is encoded within thePF maps and is set on
the illustration as the blue target oriented at 45o. This fea-
ture based feedback signal enhances the representation of
all the stimuli that share at least one feature with the target.
In the considered simulation, the display is made of stimuli
that all share at least one feature with the target. In order
to be consistent with the experimental observation that the
time to perform a conjunction search (searching for a tar-
get among a display of stimuli that share at least one feature
with the target) is linearly increasing with the number of dis-
tractors similar to the target, the saliency map of the spatial
processing pathway integrates its inputs from theV4 maps
through a maximum receptive field. This means that all the
stimuli are initially represented within thesaliency map with
the same amplitude. When the competition within thefocus
map (excited by thesaliency map) is settled, one the stim-
uli is spatially attended. This leads to an excitatory feed-
back signal on theV4 maps enhancing the representation
of that spatial position. This enhancement ultimately biases
the representation of theIT maps. At the steady state, the
focus map encodes the spatially attended stimulus and the
IT maps encode the feature of that stimulus. Therefore, the
reentry mechanism ensures the consistency of the represen-
tations within the feature and spatial processing pathways
and allows to retrieve the features of the attended stimulus.
The features of the attended stimulus and of the target are
integrated within themotor pole (move andswitch units of
figure 7) to trigger the execution of a saccade or the disen-
gagement of spatial attention.

3 Results

In this section, we simulate the complete model during a vi-
sual search task with saccadic eye movements. The task for
the model is to orient the camera toward targets defined by
one feature (the blue bars), without focusing twice the same
target, using the experimental setup presented in section 2.1.
The target template is introduced in the model by setting ap-
propriately the activities of four dedicated units, each rep-
resenting a specific visual attribute (PF units on figure 7).
The performances of the model are measured both at the be-
havioural level and at the unit level. At the behavioural level,
we report the saccadic scanpath (filled circles on figure 8A).
At the unit level level, we report the activities within the fea-
ture processing pathway (the activities of the fourIT units
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on figure 7) and spatial processing pathway (the mean activ-
ity of the focus map). In addition to report the consistency
between the representation of the two pathways, the record-
ings of the units’ activities allow to keep track of the de-
ployment of spatial attention. In particular, since the covert
deployment of attention is not followed by the execution of
a saccade, it cannot be observed from the behavioural level
while it can be observed from the internal monitoring of the
model’s activities, as would be measured by electrophysiol-
ogists.

On figure 8A, the extent of the visual field and its initial
position is represented by the dashed square, the successive
gaze targets are represented by the filled circles, while the
dashed circles indicate the stimuli covertly attended (spa-
tially selected without further executing a saccade). Figure
8B illustrates the activities of the four feature processing
units (IT units of fig. 7), and the mean activity within the
focus map as the model is performing the task. The verti-
cal filled lines on the activity recordings indicate the timeof
saccade onset, while the dashed lines indicate a covert dis-
engagement of spatial attention. The indexes on figure 8A
and below the recordings of the units’ activities on figure
8B correspond to the successive saccades and covert disen-
gagements of spatial attention.

The successful performance of the task is observed on
figure 8A since the model never performs a saccade toward
a distractor nor focuses twice the same target. In addition,
the units’ recordings allow to keep track of the features of
the stimulus below the focus of attention during the perfor-
mance of the task. As the competition within thefocus map
settles, the activities within theIT maps converge to repre-
sent the features of the attended stimulus. In particular, when
a distractor is spatially attended, its colour attribute drives
theswitch unit whose excitation leads to a disengagement of
spatial attention (steps 4c, 5c and 9c).

There is one notable mistake for the saccade number 8
that corresponds to an illusory conjunction of a blue bar ori-
ented at 135o while the target in the display is a blue bar
oriented at 45o. At that time, two stimuli share the same re-
ceptive field : a target oriented at 45o and a distractor ori-
ented at 135o. The top-down feature based bias only spec-
ifies the colour of the target and therefore does not con-
strain the orientation. To correctly resolve the orientation of
the target, additional competitive mechanisms would be re-
quired within or before theV4 maps. One may also note that
the reaction time for some saccades is longer than for oth-
ers. In our model, this phenomena is simply explained by the
size of the projection of the stimuli on the model’s retina. As
the camera position is fixed and only its rotation is varied,
some targets appear at larger eccentricities along the scan-
path until the saccade number 6. Between the two saccades
5 and 6, the projection on the retina of the next target is
smaller than the projection of the distractor. The bottom-up

drive of the distractor is therefore stronger than the bottom-
up drive of the next target even if the latter is multiplicatively
amplified by the top-down bias. This leads the model to first
covertly attending the distractor before selecting the target
and also to a longer time for spatially attending to the target.

4 Discussion

4.1 Limits of the model

The first limit of the model is the spatial extent of the work-
ing memory. The information is encoded within the working
memory in an eye-centred frame of reference and its spatial
extent is limited to the size of the visual field. This means
that if a target goes outside the visual field, it will not be kept
in working memory. This issue could be solved by associat-
ing with a relevant stimulus the motor programs required to
retrieve it. In addition, from a mechanistic point of view, the
maintenance in working memory in our model requires a
permanent excitatory drive (from thesaliency map). Indeed,
if the lateral excitation within the working memory is made
stronger in order to decrease the dependency on the external
input excitatory drive for the maintenance of an information,
the working memory content will not be sensitive to dynam-
ical evolutions of the input anymore. There is therefore a
trade-off between the minimal amplitude of the excitatory
external input of the working memory, and its sensitivity to
dynamical evolutions of the input.

The correct updating of the working memory relies on
the integration of the pre-saccadic anticipation of the future
position of the memorized stimuli with the post-saccadic
visual perception. As the entrance in working memory re-
lies on the same mechanism, some stimuli may emerge in
working memory because their position is both a position
occupied by a stimulus before the saccade and a position
that will be occupied by a previously attended stimulus after
the saccade. This leads to the potential emergence of non-
attended stimuli in working memory. In the present model,
the successful performance of the task also requires the an-
ticipatory activities to be computed before the execution of
a saccade. Otherwise, the working memory is not updated
correctly. This provides constraints on the dynamic of the
neural fields. The above mentioned limits, mainly due to the
coarse grained functional modelling we propose here, would
benefit from a finer grained modelling of the oculomotor cir-
cuit, for example by expanding the working memory and se-
lection circuits. As it will be discussed in the next section,
there are growing evidences that these two functions involve
the basal ganglia.

Finally, as the focus of the model was mainly on the rep-
resentation and processing of spatial visual information,the
representation of features within the ventral stream of the
model was kept coarse. In the model, we considered only
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Fig. 8 A) Representation of the scanpath performed by the model during a visual search task where the target is a blue bar. The dashed square indi-
cates the extent and initial position of the visual field. Thedashed circles indicate the targets covertly selected by spatial attention (without further
executing an eye movement toward them). These covertly attended locations are extracted from the recordings of the unit’s activities. B) Activities
recorded within the fourfeature processing units (selective for two colours and two orientations) and mean activity within thefocus map while the
model is performing the visual search task. The vertical lines indicate the onset of a saccade (solid line) or the disengagement of attention (dashed
line). The indexes of the saccades below the activity recordings correspond to the figures indicated on the figure on the left. The three indexes 4c,
5c and 9c correspond to covertly attended stimuli. A video of the model is available at http://jeremy.fix.free.fr/demo.php?demo=CogComp2010

four features, and used only eight units within this stream
(four for extracting the most active features of thesensory
pole and four for storing the target template of the visual
search task). This could be easily extended by considering
more detailed representations of visual features as in clas-
sical saliency models [8,43,44], or in modelling works on
the ventral stream [45]. Using more sophisticated feature
representation also implies to introduce additional competi-
tive mechanisms within the model. Spatial based and feature
based attention act in our model only as multiplicative gains
on the afferences of the sensory units. It is known since the
seminal work of Moran et al. [46] that attention modulates
competition within the visual cortex, which led to introduce
the biased competition framework [47]. One such mecha-
nism has been proposed for example by Reynolds et al. [48].
Extending the feature processing pathway and introducing
additional competitive mechanisms would lead to a model
able to perform visual search tasks in real-world environ-
ments.

4.2 How the model relates to the primate brain areas

We would like now to lay emphasis on the relationship be-
tween the model and the primate brain areas. Recent reviews
on the monkey brain areas involved in visual attention and
the control of saccadic eye movements can be found in [49–
51]. The neural fields of the model do not necessarily map

onto a single brain area as the functions we emphasized can
be distributed among several brain areas. The visual atten-
tion literature stresses the requirement for a spatial saliency
map integrating both endogenous and exogenous signals,
and indicating the priority for processing a visual informa-
tion. In fact, there is now strong evidences that the repre-
sentation of visual saliency is shared among several corti-
cal structures like the visual cortex, the parietal areas orthe
temporal areas [17]. There are also several works pointing
out that different brain areas may contain a saliency map :
pulvinar [52], V1 [53], lateral intraparietal area (LIP) [54],
frontal eye field (FEF) [55], superior colliculus (SC) [10].
All these areas are part of the visual system or oculomotor
circuit. Since they are strongly interconnected, it is not sur-
prising that all these areas exhibit activities related to visual
saliency.

The specificity of these different saliency maps remains
to be clarified but the recurrent projections within this cir-
cuit may have one interesting function. The processing of
visual information along two pathways (ventral and dorsal
streams) [16] raises the question of the consistency between
these representations, what has been referred to as the bind-
ing problem. The reentry hypothesis provides an elegant so-
lution to the binding problem through recurrent projections
within the brain areas [40,41]. Feedback projections have
been identified both along the ventral visual stream [56] and
the dorsal visual stream [57]. These projections allow to
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propagate processing taking place in higher cortical areas
to lower cortical areas, for example to enhance the represen-
tation of behaviourally relevant information.

Ultimately, the distributed representations of saliency,or
at least the result of the competition engaged between them,
have to converge onto the superior colliculus to trigger the
execution of a saccade. Where may the competition between
all these excitatory signals take place ? The tonic and se-
lective inhibition from the basal ganglia onto the superior
colliculus places them in a good position for such a role of
mediating the competition within the saliency maps [51].

The role of the basal ganglia in mediating the compe-
tition between motor programs has been proposed since a
long time and the involvement of the different nuclei, for ex-
ample in oculomotor control, is getting clearer [58]. It is now
also accepted that they are involved in other high level cog-
nitive functions (executive, motivation). In particular,part
of the basal ganglia are reciprocally connected with the dor-
solateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), an area where sustained
activities during memory phases of behavioural paradigms
have been observed [59,60]. The loop formed by the basal
ganglia with dlPFC involves the mediodorsal (MD) nucleus
of the thalamus [61,62]. It is interesting to note that MD
is also participating in the recently identified corollary dis-
charge pathway SC to FEF [63], and its inactivation leads
to a partial suppression of anticipatory responses observed
in FEF. Therefore, this nucleus of the thalamus is at a place
of convergence of spatial short-memory signals as well as
motor signals, around the time of the execution of a sac-
cade. This circuit may then provide the neuronal basis of
the working-memory introduced in our model whose con-
sistency between the saccades is ensured by anticipating the
consequences of an eye movement. Anticipatory responses
are also observed in the parietal lobe [64]. It has been sug-
gested that these anticipatory responses are a consequence
of the local circuitry of LIP, under the influence of FEF [65].
Given that LIP and FEF are strongly interconnected, it may
also be possible that the anticipatory responses observed in
LIP are the consequence of anticipatory responses already
present in FEF.

4.3 Large scale simulation of embodied cognitive
architectures

This work is primarily an attempt to show that complex cog-
nitive functions can emerge from a large set of distributed,
asynchronous, numerical computations. Particularly, it is re-
lated to the exploration of visuomotor functions, including
difficult questions about the coordination between bottom-
up and top-down information flows and decisions from sev-
eral kinds of criterion in space and time. As mentioned in
the introductory part, visual attention is a particularly inter-
esting function, since it remains relatively simple while pre-

senting an apparently linear, sequential behaviour (the scan-
path) resulting from fully distributed computations. Never-
theless, this basic behaviour has also been presented as deeply
linked to consciousness; also, it was mentioned above that
this model can also apply to similar circuits, involving the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and responsible for non-motor
and more abstract and cognitive functions.

Our model shares with several other authors the choice
for an approach in computational neuroscience and the elab-
oration of a saliency map where the different information
flows converge and interact to elaborate the decision. Its
deep interest is to simulate not only the saliency map but also
a whole system, including a large number of other maps.
This underlies that many functions related to the classical
principles of saliency maps might be shared with other struc-
tures, which could explain why many neuronal structures
have been proposed as candidates to this role. Also, this
multi-map complex system was a good opportunity to il-
lustrate the usefulness of computational neuroscience in this
domain: not only such a complete system can be used to em-
ulate a complex behaviour in an artificial agent, as a robot,
but also some hidden parameters, not observed at the be-
havioural level, can be computed and monitored, for com-
parison with some physiological data or just to better under-
stand how a cognitive property emerge from the interplay
between several maps.

Indeed, the most original aspect of our model is related
to its fully distributed nature and to the fact that such im-
portant mechanisms as selection, dynamic working mem-
ory and anticipation are obtained by emergence, from a set
of identical processing units, without any central clock nor
central executive. All the knowledge is brought in the de-
sign of the architecture of the network and other functional
hypotheses coming from neuroscience, as explained above.

This architecture is also an illustration of the premotor
theory of attention [66], showing an overlapping substra-
tum between visual attention and saccadic eye movements.
In our model, the same parieto-frontal circuit is exploited
in the overt and in the covert case: its role is to decide on
which stimulus to focus on; then the move order (the sac-
cade) is triggered only if the characteristics of the stimulus
are positively compared to the current instruction, otherwise
the system is asked to switch to the next candidate: in this
view also, covert attention is a pre-saccadic behaviour. In
this perspective, our work is very much comparable with
that of Trappenberg et al. [10]. Not only, it shares a sim-
ilar view about the use of Neural Fields but also it refers
to the same neuronal substratum. The work by Trappenberg
concentrates on the place of integration of endogeneous and
exogenous information (the saliency map), proposed to be in
the intermediate layer of the superior colliculus and on the
temporal dynamic of its neurons. The specificity of our work
is to implement a larger part of the primate visual network,
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generating anticipation and working memory mechanisms,
to explore the behaviour of such a multi-map system and to
exploit it in the framework of autonomous robotics.

Our model also exploits the reentry hypothesis [40,41],
showing that interaction between two information flows can
originate from successive deposits of information on a com-
mon substratum. This is the typical case where a more sym-
bolic centralized system would have built a structured rep-
resentation; here it is shown that feedback and modal repre-
sentation can propose a robust and distributed way to repre-
sent information and maintain its consistency.

Among its strongest points, this model demonstrates that
it can cope not only with ascending perceptive information
but also with top-down more cognitive instructions. This is
more realistic and makes it close to real world applications,
as we have begun to study, using our robotic platform and
real images. Our next goal is to make more complex the
nature of top-down instructions and to go beyond the sim-
ple search of a target defined from its visual characteristics.
Instead, the target could be discovered from more subtle in-
teractions with the environment and the choice of the action
could be more contextual. This implies to study more closely
neuronal structures in the basal ganglia and the limbic sys-
tem and their interactions with the structures present in the
model.
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5 Model’s parameters

In the following, we denoted ∈ {blue,green,45o ,135o} a considered
feature. For each featured, we denoted̄ the antagonist feature ofd (e.g.
green = ¯blue). This dimension is relevant for theVisual input, Sensory
pole andFeature processing modules only, as theSpatial processing
module is not selective to visual features other than spatial position.
When required, the activities of the units are superscripted by a unique
map name and subscripted by a spatial position :

– Visual input :uI,d
i, j

– Sensory pole :uV 4,d
i, j

– Target :uPF,d

– Perceived features :uIT,d

– Move : umv

– Switch :usw

– Saliency :usal
i, j

– Focus :u f oc
i, j

– Working memory :uwm
i, j

– Anticipation :uant
i, j

In order to clarify the equations, we remove the map name super-
script when the context is clear enough. In the following, wedenote
||(i, j), (k, l)|| the Euclidean distance between the positions(i, j) and
(k, l) : ||(i, j), (k, l)||=

√

(i− k)2+( j− l)2. The activitieui, j of a unit
at position(i, j) is updated using equation 4.

ui, j(t +∆t) = f (ui, j(t)+∆ui, j(t)) (4)

f (x) =







0 if x < 0
x if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
1 if x ≥ 1

with ∆ui, j(t) specific to each neural field and given below.

5.1 Sensory pole

The Sensory pole is made of four maps of 40x40 units. If we denote
d ∈ {blue,green,45o ,135o} the considered feature, the activityud

i, j(t)
evolves according to the equation 5 :

τ∆ud
i, j(t) = −ud

i, j(t)+(uI,d
i, j (t) · (0.25+0.15·uPF,d

i, j +0.5·uFocus
i, j )) (5)

with τ = 0.75.
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5.2 Spatial processing

Saliency The Saliency map consists of 40x40 units. The activities
ui, j(t) of the units evolve according to equation 6

τ∆ui, j(t) = −ui, j(t)+
1
α
(max

d
uV 4,d

i, j (t)+h) (6)

with τ = 2.0,α = 0.5,h =−0.1.

Focus TheFocus consists of 40x40 units. The activitiesui, j(t) of the
units evolve according to equation 7. The inhibitory bias provided by
theWorking memory avoids redeploying spatial attention on previsouly
attended locations, after a saccadic eye movement has been executed.

τ∆ui, j(t) =−ui, j(t)+
1
α

( ∑
k,l

w f oc(||(i, j), (k, l)||)u f oc
k,l (t)

+ ∑
k,l

wsal(||(i, j), (k, l)||)usal
k,l (t)

− 4.0·usw(t) ·uwm
i, j (t))

+ ∑
k,l

wwm(||(i, j), (k, l)||)uwm
k,l (t) (7)

with τ = 7.0,α = 4.0 and :

w f oc(x) = exp(−
x 2

25.0
)−0.65exp(−

x 2

2n2 )

wsal(x) = 0.4·exp(−
x 2

4.0
)

wwm(x) = −0.10·exp(−
x 2

4.0
)

Working memory The Working memory consists of 40x40 units.
The activitiesui, j(t) of the units evolve according to equation 8 :

τ∆ui, j(t) =−ui, j(t)+
1
α

( ∑
k,l

wwm(||(i, j), (k, l)||)uk,l(t)

+ ∑
k,l

wsal(||(i, j), (k, l)||)usal
k,l (t)

+ ∑
k,l

w f oc(||(i, j), (k, l)||)u f oc
k,l (t)

+ ∑
k,l

want(||(i, j), (k, l)||)uant
k,l (t)

+ h) (8)

with τ = 0.6,α = 13.0,h =−0.2 and :

wwm(x) = 3.0·exp(−
x 2

4.0
)−0.5exp(−

x 2

16.0
)

wsal(x) = 0.3·exp(−
x 2

4.0
)

w f oc(x) = 0.2·exp(−
x 2

4.0
)

want(x) = 0.3·exp(−
x 2

4.0
)

Anticipation The Anticipation map consists of 40x40 units. These
units integrate their input provided by theWorking memory andFocus
maps by a weighted sum of the product of the activities of one unit
from each map. Namely, the activitiesui, j(t) of the units evolve ac-
cording to equation 9 :

τ∆ui, j(t) =−ui, j(t)+0.01∑
k,l

uwm
i+k, j+l(t) ·u

f oc
n/2−k,n/2−l(t)

with τ = 4.0.

5.3 Feature processing

Perceived features The Feature processing map is made of four
units, one per feature. The activityud(t) of each unit evolves accord-
ing to equation 9 :

τ∆ud(t) =−ud(t)+
1
α

( max
k,l

uV 4,d
k,l (t)

+ 0.6·ud(t)

− 0.6·ud̄(t)

with τ = 0.75,α = 1.5.

Target The Target map is made of four units, one per feature. The
activity of these units is clamped manually to define the target of the
visual search task.

5.4 Motor pole

Move The activity of theMove unit reflects when the features of the
stimulus below the focus of attention has all the features ofthe target.
It then has to detect a match between the perceived features and the
target’s features. The activity of this unit therefore evolves according
to equation 9:

τ∆u(t) =−u(t)+α ∑
d

uPF,d(t) · (uIT,d(t)−uIT,d̄(t)) (9)

with τ = 0.75. We setα = 0.5 when the target is defined by a sin-
gle feature (e.g. color) andα = 1.0 when the target is defined by two
features (color and orientation).

Switch The Switch unit which modulates inhibitory projections be-
tween theWorking memory and theFocus map to disengage spatial
attention, has to detect a mismatch between the perceived features and
the target’s features. Therefore, the activityu(t) of this unit evolves
according to equation 10

τ∆u(t) =−u(t)+∑
d

uPF,d(t) ·uIT,d̄(t) (10)

with τ = 0.75.

6 Interfacing the model with the virtual environment

The model is embedded in a virtual environment written in OpenGLTM .
Two interfaces are considered : the extraction of the visualfeatures
feeding the input maps of the model and the decoding of the motor
command to execute the saccadic eye movement. The extraction of the
visual features (two color filters and two orientation filters) are per-
formed with classical HSV filter and Sobel filters.

The parameters of the saccadic movement to execute are deter-
mined by first extracting the center of mass of the activitieswithin the
Focus map (see fig. 2) using equation 11 :

∆x =
∑i j(i−n/2) ·ui, j

∑i j ui, j

∆y =
∑i j( j−n/2) ·ui, j

∑i j ui, j
(11)
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Given the previous eye movement is defined in the neuronal space, we
need to translate it in the physical space. If we denote(ĥ, v̂) respec-
tively the horizontal and vertical field of view angles (in degrees), the
horizontal and vertical eye movements(∆h,∆v) are computed as :

∆h = tan−1(∆x ·
tan(ĥ/2)

n/2
)

∆v = tan−1(∆y ·
tan(v̂/2)

n/2
)


